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DEVELOPYOUR NATION

DAs 20.::TAHRHUM
REDUCE GARBAGE TO A MINIMU M

DAS 20. JAHRHUNDERT is a game for expert
players: You start as the President of a small

area and you should develop a complete
Nation adding new towns and factory sitel
connecting all of them by railway and take

care ofthe garbage and pollution that your
population will produce building recycling

centers.

The box includes a central board where the
auctions are handled and the victory points

are marked, personal boards where each of
the 5 players will adjust his properties and
the garbage/pollution situation of his na-

tion, 45 regional tiles and 30technologytiles
(all similar to the classic "Carcassonne style"

tiles), a set of wooden chips for each player,

a bag of black "garbage" plastic cubes, two
decks ofcards (money and technology) and

a few extra items (garbage cards, wooden
stick, etc.). A well fitted box indeed.

Each player receives 1 0 money and 1 0 tech-
nology points (all of them in cards), he plac-

es his "starting tile" (showing a small railway
net connecting two towns and a recycling

site) in front of him to start his Nation, then
he put one of his "chips" (colored small disc)

on each of the two towns; finally he places

another chip on each track of his personal

board (level 3 for the money, level 2 for the
technology, level 0 for the Victory Points
(VP) and case "0" for the pollution). Adding
new tiles means that the player will increase

his territory step by step (following his strat-

egy), adding new town and thus gaining
more money and/or technology; he will ad-
just the level of each track accordingly, thus
earning more money (which is necessary to
buy new territory tiles), technology (neces-

sary to get the technology tiles and to avoid

the worst garbage/pollution penalties) and
VP

New territory and technology tiles are add-

ed on the main board (how many of each

depends on the number of players) and the
game starts. There are 5 regular turns and a

final special 6th turn to complete the game.

îles are printed on the back (turn l-ll, turn
lll-lV and turn V) in order to add increasing

values as long as the players proceed with
the game.

The first step of each turn is an auction for
the territory tiles: you bet to try to get the
tile (or tiles) that you need in order to follow
your game strategy. The minimum bet is 2

money units (turns lll) but this increases

on the following turns. Each tile goes to the
last player who remains in the auction, who
pays the offered money and takes it togeth-
er with one colored chip from his reserve

and one garbage cube: then he selects an-
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other tile and launches another auction. AF

ternatively he may retire from the auctions

and take one of the available technology
tiles, paying the actual price in "technology
points": the earlier you retire from the ac-

tions the more you pay the technology (but
you have the best choice oftiles).

Auctions proceed until all players retire or
all tiles are assigned: being the last to retire

means that you will pay only the minimum
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cost (and very often the last player is able
to buy 2-3 tiles in a single turn) but you will
find available only the worst technology
tiles.

At this point is it important to underline a

few hints: all the territory tiles show one or
more towns with symbols (money, technol-
ogy or VP) or a recycling center. lt is really
important to try to decide a strategy from
the beginning in order to concentrate your
effort only on those tiles that are in line with
this strategy. For example you may try to
make the most money possible in order
to always be the richest player during the
auctions, thus acquiring even better tiles;
or you may try to concentrate on technol-
ogy in order to get few or no penalties at
all on the pollution board, thus avoiding to
lose VP at the end of the game; or you may
go for the VP, so you need to concentrate
on few tiles with a lot of VP and on special

technology tiles with eKra VP available. Of
course we tfied all those strategies during
our first gamet but none seems really "the
winning one"even if the"combo"of theVP
(territory and technology tiles) seems very
strong, but only if you are able to follow it
strictly, keeping a minimum of technology
cards to avoid severe penalties on the Pol-

lution board.

Once the auctions are finished the players

have to "bet" again on the pollution/gar-
bage table (a five column table with each

column going from "0" to"25'): a garbage

card is turned over at the beginning ofeach
turn and it will show the penalties assigned

to each column of the table (for example:

no penalties on column 1, one garbage

cube on column 2, 1 garbage cube and 1

pollution point on column 3, etc.). ln turn
players put their indicator on one case of
the table (for example case"0"of column 1)

and they remain on this case until someone
else put his indicator on a higher case of
the same column (for example on case "3"

of column 1), at this point you may increase

the bet (example: case "5" of column 1) or
change column (example going to case"1"

of column 2), and so on until we will have

only one indicator on each column. Now
everyone must PAY a number of technology
points equal to the case number where his

indicator was placed and takes the eventual
penalties of that column. The player who
got the worst penalty will be the first to auc-

tion in the following turn (and this some-

times will be vital for your strategy, so do
not hesitate to take a bad penalty, paying it
ZERO technology pointl if you want to be

first. You will have the opportunity to select

and get the best needed territory tile: note
also that offering ZERO technology points
you will save all your technology cards for

the next turn. Of course this strategy is pos-

sible only once in the game, because no one
may support too many pollution points).

Going for territory tiles with a lot of tech-
nology points will help you to avoid a lot
of penalties (especially the terrible pollu-
tion points) but this is not so vital if you
are able to get the special technology tiles
with positive pollution points: so, again, an

initial strategy is very important to define
your "tactical" moves in each turn. Once
you decided how to proceed you will have

to concentrate only on what is necessary

for your strategy: you absolutely need that
technology tile? Well, make a good offer for
an interesting territory tile and immediately
retire from the auctions and buy your target.
You want to go for the territory tiles with
the most VP? Well, you need to accumulate
money on the first tvvo turns and then you

will be able to bet high when the VP tiles ar-

rive in play later in the game.

Once the garbage cube and the pollution
points have been assigned you may finally
assembly your newly gained tiles to your
Region: as in Carcassonne you must con-
nect side by side the tiles (never in diago-
nal) and follow the territory features: if you
connect a tile that has a railway on its side

you MUST use another tile with a railway,

etc. All the chips are then assigned to the
towns or recycling sites of the new tiles and

the black cubes are placed on the different
tiles. lf you got technology tiles with a train
you may also move ONE chip per train, if
you wish, from towns connected by a rail-

way line (remember: once placed the'thips"
cannot be moved without traint so it is very
important to get at least one of them to shift

some chips from town to recycling centers

or other richest town in the 4th, sth and 6th
turns, when the most powerfultiles appear).

At this point you may discard one black

cube for each active recycling center and

that is connected to a railway arriving on a
tile with garbage cubes (a center is active
when you place a chip on it).

Finally each player checkwhat his towns of-
fer to him now (money, technology and VP)

and adjust his board's tracks accordingly. A

newturn starts, distributing newtilet etc.

The 6th turn is a shorter one: no auctiont no

new tiles, and no garbage/pollution penal-

ties.You may still move chips with the trains,

use recycling centers to eliminate black

cubes and gain money, technology and VP.

Then you make the final calculations:
- for each territory without black cubes you

will get 2,3 or 4VP (this depends on your
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pollution level)
- for each territory with ONE black cube you
get 0VP
- for each territory with TWO cubes you lose

5VP
- for each territory with THREE cubes you
lose 1OVB and so on
- you add or subtract the VP indicated on
your pollution track
- the player with most money get 8 VP (5 to
the second and 3 to the third)
- the player with most technology points
get 8VP (5 to the second and 3 to the third)

The player with mostVe of course, wins.

The pollution track of each player has 13

cases, going from -28VP to +34VP: therefore
it is VERY IMPORTANT to continuously check
it in order to avoid a severe penalty at the
end of the game: most of our test were won
by the player having the best value on his

pollution track, so if you are obliged to"pay"
a severe penalty on the garbage/pollution
board you need to try to get a few technol-
ogy tiles that give you positive pollution
point (they have"daisies"printed on them).

Technology tilet as you surely guessed, are

very important: some of them allow you

to acquire an "extra chip" to place where
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KNil6l{T5 OF:Tl:lE :llUtArt{OOPSyou like in your nation, others give you a
"bridge" to connect two tiles that do not
have a railway, others offer a train (used to
move a chip from a town to another place,

via railway) but the most valuable tiles are

those that gives you positive Pollution
points (allowing you to move your chip to
the right on the pollution track) or eKra
VP (they show railway connected factories
that have VP on each entrance and give you

those points for each active adjacent town).
Of interest are also the tiles that transform
items in positive Pollution points or VP (ex-

ample: instead of receiving 3 money you

may move your pollution indicator one case

on the right ; instead of getting 3 technolo-
gies you may take 5 VB etc.).

The game offers also a variant I cannot
claim to have enough experience because

we tested it onlytwice and then we decided
not to use it anymore. At the beginning of
the game the players may randomly take
TWO "BONUS CARDS'from a small deck
and place them on turn ll and lV: if you ac-

complish the requested characteristics you
get bonus VP (for example if may get VP

for each money or technology produced

in this turn, or get 2VP for each active recy-

cling center, etc.). Those cards add extra ...
thoughts to an already"busy"game and for
that reason we did not like too much them
(but this is just a matter of personal feeling).

I cannot suggest this game to novice play-

ers nor to familiel but hard core gamers will
get a very interesting and brain storming
evening.Turn ONE is the base ofyour future
strategy: once you see whàt you were able
to get in the first auctions and which kind of
penalty you paid on the garbage/pollution
board you may decide how torproceed in

the following turns.This means that you will
absolutely NEED "that" particular territory
tile, so you must bet high on it and there-
fore you have to make money before; or you

MUST take that" technology tile; etc. Do

not forget to pay the maximum attention
to your pollution track and try to keep your
chip always on the right sector (the one that
assign positive points) for two main rea-

sons: the first is that your territory tiles will
get 4 VP each and the second is that each

right sector case gives only positive points.

It is impossible to take all the technology
tiles with theîaisy"on them, but you must

try to get at least 3-4 ofthem ifyou took too
many bad penalties on the garbage/pollu-
tion board. El
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England, 932 A.D.: The King letS his gaze oblitleslkheJùomentalqheygMggggir
wander silently round the round table, de- Oo\€.e@r
spite his knights running excitedly about ir4possibte;whenitismyturntheneittime
and squabbling over chairs; all want to be round, my knights might be in their chairs,

as near to right of the kind. But where is but the table probably has turned once

right or left at a round table? And where again (including the dishes shown on the
sitsthe king? Howfortunatethat Merlin has table, following the credo of ,,we dine well
wrought magic on the piglet in the middle here in Camelot we eat ham and jam and

- its magical snout always unerringly points spam a lot"). As already mentioned, this can

to the king's crown. And if the king changes happen due to tvvo different actions: Either

seatsoroneofthethreeprincesiscrowned the king is moved or a prince is crowned

king, the piglet and the table move with the new king and the former king demoted to
king.

This absurdly-funny background story

prince, because a fellow player has graced a
prince with his third hoop.

could have been a fitting transformation of
thefirstMontyPythonfilmintoagame.But@utwhether
unfortunately everything- except the piglet
providing the center and highlight of the
design - comes across absolute in earnest.

Accordingly, the beginner' version plays

very dryly: All Players hold the same iden-

tical set of cardt split into two draw piles.

O. ne pin notds t

XXX,î.tii.s&irù!&àx&&WXXX
Artus is 0 totd-dilven tactiul movement ond puition

gone wfth.fW sÍngle rul6;and therefqe little fun ffid
only nting 3 rtow io,1$e bdsit ux!$, {$s plays but in

theadvancedvqtiatiandonly..h|lyv.;plaiers;adeplor-

able drawbatkisthe - bosicalty;$'fu: thane otawitty
and ironitol duign hos been nissed.

move vour own kniqhts, mostlv in clock-

-@._djrectio!, no fixed number of steps

is given, you can choose any number be-

tween a minimum and maximum distance.
The other pile holds the cards for moving
t
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additional hoop - the princes and king figu-
rines are available to und usable by all play-

ers.The point of these movements:

On the familiar Kramer track you instantly

score positive or negative points for the
spot the moving figurine has just vacated
- NOT for the spot where the figurine ends

its move - or for the spot where the figu-
rine remains in place (the so-called Prince's

Turn.) This rule at first feels funny, because

it is a very unusual one. Sq first you should

work out the possibilities offered by the
four cards you draw atthe start ofthe game

for all your own and neutral figurines before
you decide on the best possible move. This

results in quite some

the occasional players, targeted with this
version, will really have fun with it must be

doubted. The design of the components is
much too insipid and virtuous for this; cari-

catures of drunk and jaded former heroes,

whose best years are long gone, would
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